
LendForGood Public Impact Loan
Information for ADC Activewear
6th April 2022

Loan Summary
Loan name
WOPN Activewear Shirts

Loan description
ADC is seeking this loan to raise the funds it needs to order 1,000 active wear shirts for sale in
Australia.  The shirts are produced by community enterprises in Zimbabwe, giving disadvantaged
young people and women an opportunity to overcome poverty, and fostering the reestablishment
of community economy.

Loan amount (in Australian dollars)
$30,000

Loan period
12 months

Loan interest rate
8% per annum, simple interest

Borrower name
Aid and Development Channels - Textiles360

Borrower country
Australia

Borrower city, state
Brisbane, Queensland

Borrower website
https://www.adc360.com.au/
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Intermediary Details

Impact intermediary name
RED HAT IMPACT

Impact Intermediary country
Australia

Impact intermediary website
www.redhatimpact.com

Loan Detail

Provide a short summary on the background and context of the loan, and how
this fits with the mission of the borrower
This loan is intended to provide growth and scale focused working capital for ADC. Having already
made and sold 300 active-wear shirts with enthusiastic support from our customers, we are ready
to make and sell 1000 shirts, thereby continuously spurring both our revenue and impact.
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Describe the positive social and/or environmental impact the loan will create, and
how it will be measured/assessed
Zimbabwe has been experiencing very high poverty rates with economic development partners
reporting 49% (7.9 million people, half of the population) as being in the "extreme poor"  bracket
(The World Bank, 2021) and a formal unemployment rate that was independently reported at 95%
(Forbes, 2017). ADC realistically sees itself as potentially being well positioned to reignite the
country`s manufacturing industry in the currently comatose economy. At this start-up stage, we
have created potentially sustainable employment for 5-10 people and do have an ambitious target
to have created more than 1000 textiles based jobs by end of year 3 after receiving this funding. Of
the 1000, we intend to also use either and or both turnkey and franchising approaches to empower
100 of our high performing interested employees to start their own textiles businesses. This
particular loan will enable us to make 1000 activewear shirts generating $40,000.00 gross revenue
and an over 60% ROI. During the life of the loan we have potential to make and sell a reserved
3000 shirts through reinvestment.

Ultimately, over and above the demand driven employment creation opportunity presented by
this loan, in years 2 and 3 after receiving the loan, ADC intends to donate 30% of its profits to RYO
Globternal`s Wipe Out Poverty Now (WOPN) program and campaign. The WOPN also addresses
unemployment related twin problems of HIV and AIDS as well as problematic drug use, prioritising
the most affected groups of both women and youths.

What Sustainable Development Goals does the loan help to achieve? (for more
info see https://sdgs.un.org/goals)

1 No Poverty
5 gender equality
8 Decent Work and Economic Growth
10 Reduced Inequalities
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Lender subscription start date
06/04/2022

Lender subscription cut-off date
27/04/2022

Participating in this Impact Loan
If you are already signed up as a LendForGood lender, you will have received the
complete details of this loan to your nominated email address (including access to
all related documents). If you have not received this, email us at
hello@lendforgood.com.au

If you are not signed up as a LendForGood lender and would like to explore
participation in this loan, email us at hello@lendforgood.com.au to book into
attend a Lender Briefing Session.

Contributing funds to an impact loan always comes with risk. LendForGood
transmits loan information provided by impact intermediaries and their clients
(borrowers) for you to assess. All parties use their best endeavours to ensure this
information is accurate and up to date at the time of publishing. LendForGood
undertakes no due diligence on the loan information, the impact intermediary or
the borrower, and holds no financial license in any jurisdiction. As a LendForGood
lender, you participate entirely voluntarily and at your own risk.
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